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A Few Words About The Classes
CONTINUOUS CLASSES

Classes scheduled at the same time, with the same instructor, for all 2 or 3 days will be delivered with the intent of covering continuous work over the 2 or 3 days.
All single classes that may repeat an instructor, level or narrative are individual classes that are uniquely different - none of these classes are continuous or repeated.

Derick K. Grant

Danny Nielsen

Thomas Wadelton

Leon Medley; 3-day Continuous Residency
9 hours- Intermediate/Advanced
A follow up to the Dianne and Leon Video
Project. This historical event began in May and
extended into glorious and memorable days when
we were privileged to have Dianne as our guest
artist at the Tap Academy. During 40 hours of
videotaping Dianne danced, talked, demonstrated,
reminisced and told stories with the tap community.
This long-awaited documentation of Leon’s work,
through Dianne, flushed out the nuances,
intent, rationale and methodology. Mission
accomplished. WE DID IT ALL!
Now the project moves on to another important phase, right here at the Festival, and involves
YOU! This very special 9-hour session will round out and cap the project with a compilation -a medley
of Leon’s work, exploring the totality of his legendary routines. All three classes will be videotaped
and, as a result, you too will be part of this historical project that will benefit present and future
generations. Dianne is assisted by Jessie Sawyers.

Speaking Clearly; Advanced 3-day, Continuous (6 hours)
For years we have made every effort to get Derick here in Vancouver. Now, finally, this renowned
teacher is making his inaugural visit to our City and Festival. We’re thrilled that he has created a
unique experience for you to explore different ways to master your control and clarity. Students will
not only discover Derick’s approach to tap dance and his amazing choreographic abilities, but also be
provided with multiple opportunities to personally discover so much more that is untapped, in this
unique 6-hour intensive.
Simply Put; Advanced Beginner
As you hone your tap dance skills, expect to take giant leaps forward in your development in this class,
by discovering invaluable approaches in mastering and getting the most out of fundamentals that you
acquire.
Swinging with Grant; Intermediate
A rhythmic jamboree jam-packed with lots of fun while learning combos, patterns, and a few tricks
of the trade along the way.
Showtime; Advanced/Professional
This class is designed for pre-pro and professional tap artists. The co-director of the sensational Imagine
Tap is giving it up for this class. Clarity and rapid-fire intricacy and innovation will dominate the high
level, intense 90 minutes.
Derick and Acia; Behind the Scenes- DISCUSSION-How did they do that?
(see ‘Derick and Acia’ under Acia’s class descriptions)

25 seconds - Intermediate
Prepare to be wowed by what 25 seconds of choreography will add to
your rep. Then you can “cut and paste” when needed. Put this little rare
pearl in your pocket, to be pulled out to be admired whenever you chose
to showcase a valuable gem.

Learning to engage in conversation, tap shoe to tap shoe
The focus of this class is how to really listen and be open to ideas in the moment. Both are keys to
unlocking tap excellence. Throw in tips on technique and you too will be able to produce those highly
envied, crystal-like sounds.

Lucy Faulkner

Fun. Fun. Fun.
Leave your worries at the door step by learning how to actually enjoy practicing and improving on your
own. Smile: a little bit of everything that is good for your soles will be included.

Terry Brock

Chloe Arnold

The Duke; 2-day, Continuous; Adv.Beg/Intermediate
One master pays tribute to another. This is Terry’s take on a
timeless classic from the legendary Duke Ellington. It is designed
to take you on a ride aboard the “A Train,” through tap paradise.
This gold jazz standard and choreography is a must for all tap
dancers.
Stylistic Choices - Shout Out-Advanced Beginner
Or should we say Tap Out! You name a style. Just shout it out! Then
suddenly a bit of improv - based on years of eclectic international
experience - will take place before eyes and feet. How about: “Hey
Terry: Show us some classic Broadway,” or, “How can I put some
Disco in that step, and maybe a little Burlesque too, while we are at
it!” Only a faculty member with Terry’s vast, solid repertoire could
present and pull off this class, especially with a fun factor that is off
the charts!

Chloe’s Choreography; Advanced, 3-day, Continuous
Check out the choreography reel at www.chloearnold.com to catch a glimpse of what is in store for
you in this class. Three days of professional level combos will focus on sophisticated choreography to
provide invaluable insights into technical prowess and innovation.
Fine-tuning your Craft; Intermediate
Pick up some skills that will assist you in taking your tap dancing to the next level and learn to use
and incorporate them into a variety of combinations and exercises to put it all together. Take the
challenge to push yourself beyond your current knowledge and performance of the art of tap dance.
Building on Foundations; Advanced Beginner
We all have to start somewhere and here is an opportunity that is as good as it gets. This class will
explore the foundations necessary to develop your technique, so that you can advance your overall
abilities as a dancer.
Sweat it out; Advanced
For professional and aspiring professional dancers who are ready and waiting for a serious workout.
Specifically designed to strengthen and fine-tune your instrument, this class will focus on overall
performance elements to enable you to push the tap envelope.

ADULT CLASSES
Dianne Walker

Acia Gray
Tools of the Trade; 2-day, Continuous; Adv. Beg/Intermediate
A class that is structured from the hit, "Souls of Our Feet." It is designed to provide tools of the trade
and explore their uses, in music and basic skill variations to develop choreography and technique.
Something Sweet; Advanced Beginner
A little Copasetic Soft Shoe is all you need! This is your opportunity to build and take away the
basics, while benefitting from Acia’s instruction and delivery. She will also share her insights into the
essence of this special dance that tap fans everywhere are so fond of.
Acia and Derick; Behind the Scenes- DISCUSSION - How did they do that?
Acia and Derick are amazing creative talents who have both been successful in bringing a tap concert
to the stage for a significant number of performances. This is not an easy feat, few have managed it.
It seems apropos to only sit these two artists and producers down to share with us –what was their
catalyst, major bumps on the road, what does it really takes to accomplish this and what have they
learned about themselves and “getting a show booked and touring”. This encouraging and insightful
duo will share their learning curve with us. Dream of a show? This is your class!

Travis Knights
Express Yourself; 3-day, Intermediate
Sound and Movement - where dance meets music – this is what all tap dancers constantly work and
strive toward. In this uniquely designed class, you will be introduced to a fun, full-bodied approach
to improving how to better express yourself with your feet.

Matt Shields
Work it out; Advanced
Get ready for a solid workout - enjoy a fast paced warm up, some quick changing technique patterns
and a challenging combination, focused on sliding and using the whole dance space most effectively.
Swing; Intermediate
Swing, Swing, Swing, Dance, Dance, Dance. Based on swing rhythms, here’s the class that will take
you straight to the heart of the pure joy and enjoyment of tap dancing.

Lindy Hop; All Levels
Here it is: your chance to jump in the wonderful world of swing dancing with both feet! Nothing compares
to moving to swing rhythm: a natural dance for tap lovers. The Lindy Hop is a classic American social
dance, from the fun-filled swing family. Taps aren’t necessary.

Jessie Sawyers
Slides - Adv. Beginner
Learn tips and tricks to help you glide effortlessly across the floor in a short combination that introduces you
to a variety of slides. Sliding across the floor in tap shoes might seem daunting to some, but this class will
put you in control so that you can feel at ease about slides and start enjoying their inherent playfulness!
Slides - Advanced
This class will take your slides to the next level in a challenging combination that will have you asking,
"How many slides can you fit into one routine?" We'll cover everything from light & quick slides, scoots,
and drags, to long & sustained slides that cover some serious ground. As the great late Dr. Jimmy Slyde
said, "If you haven't fallen lately, you haven't been trying hard enough." ...so, come reach!

Oscar Neito
Flamenco for Tap - Adv. Beg/Inter
The basics of Flamenco and the essence of the dance with flare and attitude-you can integrate into that
special routine-enhancing your work.

Mattie Shields

Tanya Rivard
It Don't Mean a Thing if It Ain't Got That Swing
Tap into your future with essential time steps and patterns that swing big-time, from the past to the
present.

Jacqueline Coleman
“Barkleys of Broadway”; 2-day, Continuous
Lights, Camera, Action! Get ready to be transported to the colourful and enduring heyday of tap dance
on film. It’s showtime: an opportunity to add to your tap repertoire. “The Barkleys of Broadway” is a
1949 MGM movie gem in which Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers were reunited after dancing apart for
a decade.

Danny Nielsen
Improv
Get rid of some baggage, including intimidation, jitters and feelings of being uncertain about
improvisation. With his unique approach to teaching improv, Danny will create the environment you
need, so that before you know it, you will be truly expressing yourself ways you have dreamed of.

YOUTH CLASSES - ALL INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

C

Terry Brock
Tap Tools
Terry has trained hundreds of dancers now on stage on Broadway. She brings decades of teaching
youth to this essential class. She has a highly developed lens to train, the heart to teach and the passion
to share from a vast arsenal of highly prized tools to do the job to perfection. Take them home and take
them out of your own tap tool box whenever you need them.

Travis Knights
You’ve got some Nerve!
Now is the time to take an all-important step by discovering this unique approach to gaining more
control of your nerves in tap performance.

Siobhan Cook
Introduction to Body Percussion for Kids: The Beat Basics; 2-day, Continuous
Students will learn and develop the basic skills of playing poly-rhythms with claps, snaps and stomps,
combined with basic tap footwork. This class focuses mainly on music theory and utilizing the whole body
as a percussive instrument.

Katelyn Harris
The Art of Performance
Explore the different dynamics of the auditory and visual experience intrinsic to tap dancing. Also,
acquire the necessary tools to becoming a more confident, polished and successful performer.

Hotel Accommodations
Rate:
Code:
Hotel Toll Free:
Holiday Inn:
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

$145.00-2 Queen beds (4 occupants)
Vancouver International Tap Festival
800-663-9151 (Canada & US)
800-HOLIDAY (toll free)
(604) 623–6866
(604) 684–4736
reservations@hivancouverdowntown.com

Hotel is located 1 block from the Scotiabank Dance Centre
where the classes are held. Limited block of rooms guaranteed
to August 1, 2012. Location: 1110 Howe Street, Vancouver, BC

Brochure Editor: Bruce Mason, Words That Work

All classes are held at the Scotiabank Dance Centre @ 677 Davie Street, Vancouver.

reating and Performing are the underlying themes for our 13th annual celebration of tap.VITDF
has shaped a comprehensive roster of master classes to inspire you as an artist and encourage
you to spread the word about the joys and possibilities of Tap Dance.
Everyone at VTDS welcomes you to our three magnificent days of tap. We’re rolling out the red
carpet in your honour and laying down some wood, setting the stage for an exciting roster of world
renowned artists featured in this year’s festival.
Opening night begins with a bang: our presentation of Acia Gray’s,Tapestry in the show-stopping “Souls
of our Feet.” The next evening will premiere the innovative work of Matthew Shields with Danny Nielsen
and Travis Knight and the second act will highlight Dianne Walker, Acia Gray, Chloe Arnold, Terry Brock,
Jessie Sawyers,Vancouver Tap Ensemble and MORE!
Back by popular demand is a performance on the idyllic gulf island of Gabriola -to a community in
which a hot love affair with tap dance has been kindled.
Master classes feature residencies with Dianne Walker and Derick Grant. Repetoire work and
innovative choreographic labs are the dominant program themes. And, we are heading back downtown
to the spacious airy studios at the Scotiabank Dance Centre.
We’re in a very creative and performing state of mind and looking forward to raising the curtain on
the 2012 VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL TAP DANCE FESTIVAL.
Sas Selfjord,
Producer
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Dianne ‘Lady Di’ Walker, a
pioneer in tap dancing’s
resurgence has a 30 year
career spanning Broadway,
Television, Film and
International Jazz Dance
Concerts and Festivals.
United States Artists selected
Walker as the recipient of the USA Rose Fellow 2008, Dance.
Ms. Walker holds a Master’s degree in Education, and has taught
at Harvard, Williams College, University of Michigan, UCLA,
Bates, and Wesleyan. She received Oklahoma City University’s 1998 Living Treasure In American
Dance Award, adding to a long line of awards and lifetime tributes. She began her dance
training in Boston with Mildred Kennedy-Bradic and later, Leon Collins, Jimmy "Sir Slyde" Mitchell
and Jimmy Slyde. Leon Collins passed away in l985, leaving Dianne to continue as one of the
Directors of his school. She continues to share this rich legacy with her students.

Terry Brock - Portland
Terry Brock’s diverse background includes multiple choreographic
works and an international performing career. She has
performed and taught at tap festivals worldwide, from New York
City, through Canada and Europe. She has shared the stage with
legendary stars including Gregory Hines, The Nicholas Brothers
and Ben Vereen. Terry has created repertory for the Oregon
Symphony and appeared with the San Francisco and Seattle
symphonies. Terry is the conservator of Miss Powell's
choreography. Recently Terry received a Fulbright Specialist
award.

Derick Grant - New York
Most recently Derick created Imagine Tap that had a successful run
in Chicago, and A Night Out: Tap! which toured the country for three
months. Of his latest choreography and performance with Jazz Tap
Ensemble at the Joyce Theater in NYC the New York Times said "Mr.
Grant let gusts of rhythm propel him with remarkable velocity!" A
native of Boston, Derick K. Grant has been tapping for 27 years. He
was an original company member and Dance Captain for Bring in
'Da Noise, Bring in 'Da Funk at The Joseph Papp Public
Theater/New York Shakespeare Festival and on Broadway. Derick
recreated Savion Glover's choreography and starred in the role of
'da beat for the first national tour. Derick began his training at the
age of two at The Roxbury Center for the Performing Arts, and by the time he was eight years old,
he has learned the "hoofin" style of tap from the master tap dancer Diane Walker. Derick furthered
his training in Los Angeles at Universal Dance Design Studio under the tutelage of Paul Kennedy.
Derick spent three years with the Jazz Tap Ensemble touring the world. He is the recipient of the
Princess Grace Award for Upcoming Young Artists as well as The Helen Hayes Award (Washington
D.C.) for Outstanding featured Actor for his role in Bring in 'Da Noise, Bring in 'Da Funk.

Chloe Arnold - NYC and LA
Chloe recently was featured on the cover of Dance Teacher
Magazine. She just completed La MaMa in her one woman
show: My Life. My Diary. My Dance. Ms. Arnold’s
choreography has been featured in the national tour of Thank
You Gregory. She is co-director of the LA Tap Festival and DC
Tap Festival, Associate Choreographer for ABC’s American
Celebration, Debbie Allen’s Pearl in LA and is choreographer
for her own group Syncopated Ladies. Performances include
Savion Glover’s All Star Tap Revue, The Oneness Awards
honoring Michael Jackson, Jason Samuels Smith’s Charlie’s
Angels and touring with his company A.C.G.I.

Special Events

Tanya Rivard - Canada

Dianne Walker - Boston

Acia Gray - Austin
As soloist, choreographer and master teacher, Ms. Gray has toured
extensively across the U.S. and abroad. In 1989, she co-founded
Tapestry Dance Company in Austin, TX with Deirdre Strand and
currently serves as Executive/Artistic Director as well as the Artistic
Director of The Soul to Sole Tap Festival in Austin. A graduate of the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts/NYC, Ms. Gray has shared the
stage with such tap greats as Lon Chaney, Chuck Green, Steve
Condos, Brenda Bufalino, Donald O’Connor, Fayard Nicholas, Buster
Brown, Savion Glover, Gregory Hines, Jimmy Slyde, Sarah Petronio,
Dianne Walker and many others in such productions as The Great
Tap Reunion, Tap Do/Wop, Just Friends, Masters of Tap, Tap City,
Chicago on Tap and The Soul to Sole Festival to name a few. Ms. Gray was chosen as one of 12 dancers
to work with the late tap legend Charles ‘Honi’ Coles in America’s first creative residency for tap at
The Colorado Dance Festival in 1989 and again in l990 with Jimmy Slyde and was also featured in
the documentary A Class Act: The Magic of Honi Coles.

Danny Nielsen - Vancouver
Danny Nielsen is one of Canada’s brightest rising young tap
talents. He began his rhythm tap career as a founding
member of MADD Rhythms Canada under the direction of Lisa
La Touche. He is “Artist In Residence’ with the VTDS, acting as
A.D. for Tap Co. He has taught and performed at Tap Festivals.
TV credits include worldwide broadcast of the 2010 Winter
Olympics Opening Ceremonies and the opening number for
the 2008 Jerry Lewis Telethon choreographed by Chloe
Arnold. Recent project is a collaborative improv-based show
with tap dancer Jessie Sawyers and pianist Josh Rawlings entitled
show Stark Pulse.

Travis Knights - Canada
Theatre credits: Tap Dogs (2010), Wonderland: A Tap Tribute To
Stevie Wonder (2008-2009). Conceived and choreographed by
Ayodele Casel and Sarah Savelli, Wonderland features a cast of
12 of tap dancers in a theatrical celebration of Stevie Wonder’s
music. Vancouver Winter Olympics Opening Ceremony (2010):
Along with 26 of Canada’s most raucous tap dancers, Travis
delivered an explosive performance aired around the world that
marked the beginning of the Winter Olympic Games. Midway
Games Happy Feet (2006): Principle Tap Dancer. Travis was
tapped to be the principle motion capture subject for the video
game adaptation of the Warner Brothers movie Happy Feet.
Film and television credits include: Showtime movie Bojangles
(2001): Principle Tap Dancer. Working alongside Gregory Hines
and Savion Glover, Travis was a feature dancer in the biopic of
Bill “Bojangles” Robinson.

Jessie Sawyers - Seattle
Jessie is a Seattle-based tap dancer, producer, entrepreneur, artist,
educator, cultivator of community, believer in our youth, life lover,
and music maker. She is infinitely appreciative of Cheryl Johnson
and Anthony Peters for the solid tap training, opportunities, and
encouragement they provided, fueling her desire to continue
traveling down this path of artistic expression. Jessie has received

mentorship and inspiration at tap festivals and workshops with the late tap greats Cholly Atkins, Gregory
Hines, Fayard Nicholas, LaVaughn Robinson, Jimmy Slyde, Prince Spencer, as well as Arthur Duncan,
Mark Mendonca, and Dianne Walker. She holds very close to her heart her work with the following
artists: Evan Flory-Barnes (bass), Savion Glover, Travis Knights, Mark Mendonca, Danny Nielsen, Jeremy
Jones (drums), Josh Rawlings (piano), and Dayna Syndrowski. She has shared the stage with Dianne
Walker in Seattle and Vancouver, and was invited to dance at the late Gregory Hines concert at The
Paramount in Seattle, 2002. Jessie has produced four full-length shows in Seattle and has been hosting
monthly tap jams since October 2010. She has been teaching tap for 10 years, including on the faculty
at the the Vancouver International Tap Festival where she has assisted Dianne Walker s master classes
for 4 years based on her knowledge and continued studies of the late great Leon Collins work. Upcoming
projects include performances with multiple new bands - Stark Pulse, WCJRC, Jand, and VIMM - under
the direction of her evolving new production team, Rhythm Incorporated.

Jacqueline Coleman - Austin
Jacqueline was a full time member of TDC for numerous seasons
and now works within the St. Stephen’s Episcopal School Dance
Department in Austin, TX. She has performed with Tapestry’s
Visions in Rhythm in productions such as “Hope, Dreams, and
Visions” and “A Journey through Color” and was also a guest artist
with Stillpointe Dance Company in “The Text Movement Project”
and Desert Dance Theatre in “Sister Moses”. Along with Tapestry
Dance Company artists, Jacqueline has had the honor of working
with such inspirational artists as Fayard Nicholas, Brenda Bufalino,
Dianne Walker as well as Bill Evans. Jacqueline has been touring
with The Souls of Our Feet since its premiere in 2006.

Katelyn Harris- Austin
Katelyn grew up in Dallas and trained in many forms of movement
including rhythm tap, classical ballet and jazz, modern &
contemporary dance, and hatha yoga. Katelyn was a principal
dancer with Tapestry Dance Company in Austin, TX from 20062010 and still continues to tour with the company. There she
studied with such masters as Acia Gray, Jeni LeGon, Harold Cromer,
Brenda Bufalino, Sarah Petronio, Arthur Duncan, Dianne Walker,
and many more. She toured across the United States in Tapestry’s
production of "The Souls of Our Feet" which was selected for a grant
by the NEA: American Masterpieces in Dance.

Matt Shields - Canada
TDC’s Dance Captain and Tapestry On The Fringe Director, Canadian
tap dancer Matthew Shields is in his seventh season with Tapestry
Dance Company. He has taught and performed at the TDC’s Soul to
Sole Tap Festival, Tap Ahead in Dusseldorf, Germany, the Vancouver
International Tap Dance Festival, The Chicago Human Rhythm
Project, and the Hoofin’ Ground Tap Festival. Matt has also
performed in Edmonton at the International Jazz Festival, Feats
Festival, as well as the Fringe Festival. With Tri Tone Productions
and Tapestry, he has also appeared several times at the Festival Le
International Dance Encore in Quebec. Performing on occasion with
Breaking Barres, and CanTap with Heather Cornell, he is also
honored to have accompanied the stage with Dr. Arthur Duncan, formerly of the Laurence Welk
Show. In addition he was seen in the opening number of the 2008 Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon and
his choreography was voted winner of first ‘Virtual Rhythms’ online contest held by The Chicago
Human Rhythm Project performed at the Museum of Contemporary Art, in Chicago.

Tanya Rivard grew up in Montreal, Quebec. She has
studied with legendary tap teacher Ethel Bruneau,
Acia Gray, Dianne Walker, Derrick Grant, Dormeshia
Sumbry Edwards, Heather Cornell, Jason Samuel
Smith and many others. Tanya has studied classical
ballet, jazz and modern at Le Conservatoire de
Danse de Montreal, and Le Ballet de Montreal,
where she also taught tap. She served as assistant
director of Dynamix Soles, a rhythm tap company under the artistic
direction of Travis Knights. Her credits include The Edmonton Fringe
Festival, The Montreal International Jazz Festival, Festival de’ Encore
and Cirque du Soleil on a creation project among others.

Thomas Wadelton - Austin
Beginning at age 4, Thomas took his first tap lessons and later on
learnt from former Tap Dog Christopher Horsey. He started learning
from Grant Swift before joining Grant’s 'Swift Rhythm Hoofers'
company in 2006. He performs regularly as a member of the Jelly
Tub Rollers; a prohibition inspired jazz band; who can be found
playing all over Melbourne at various venues. Thomas has performed
at places such as 'The Falls Music and Arts Festival'; a major festival
run for 5 days over New Year's Eve, the 'Sydney Road Festival', the
'Australian Construction Expo', 'Melbourne Summer Arts Festival',
and numerous corporate and television gigs. This is Thomas’ third
season with Tapestry.

Siobhan Cook - Austin
Siobhan Cook has been a “resident” at Tapestry Dance Company since
her birth. As the daughter of Tapestry Co-Founder Deirdre Strand,
she has been in the wings with the professional company since its
inception and actually appeared in The Games People Play in 1995 as
“the child”. As a member of VIR, her performance credits include The
Chicago Human Rhythm Project as well as The Soul to Sole Festival
working with numerous rhythm tap masters including Dianne Walker,
Sam Weber, Ayodele Casel, Jay Fagan, Lane Alexander, Derick Grant,
Arthur Duncan and many others. She has premiered new works within
Tapestry concerts such as Ears Wide Open, Footprints & Head to Toe.

Lucy Falkner - Vancouver
Lucy is an expert teacher in Lindy Hop, Charleston, Vintage Jazz, and
Blues, and has traveled extensively to dance, train, and teach,
including teaching Jazz and Lindy Hop at the world-famous Herräng
Dance Camp, in Sweden. She has extensive training in the roots of the
dance, such as her training in Ghana for African dance, and the
honing of her vaudeville performance skills from her years in the
circus, to name a few. A highly respected teacher, she continues to stay
in touch with the experience of being a student and push her own
dancing skills through her continued studies in African, Jazz, Tap, and
even Ballet - all in service of her first love of Lindy Hop.

Oscar Nieto - Vancouver
As a Dancer, Oscar Nieto has become one of North America’s most
acclaimed flamenco dancers since launching his professional dance
career at the Chicago Lyric Opera House in 1969. Oscar Nieto is in
constant demand as a guest artist and teacher. He has performed
with the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra and in several of Vancouver
Opera productions of Carmen, La Traviata and Jenufa, both as dancer
and choreographer. He is noted for choreography that is truly original
yet firmly rooted in the traditions of his art. His impeccable technique,
striking choreography, and overwhelming stage presence have earned
Oscar Nieto lavish praise from press and public while bringing
countless devotees to the art of Spanish dance.

SEASIDE RIFFS
Wednesday, August 29, 8 pm
Phoenix Auditorium: The Haven,
Gabriola Island

SPECIAL EVENT PACKAGE

Ordinarily, dancers have limited opportunities
to perform a show, often for one weekend
only. However, Tapestry has had an
extraordinary three years to nurture and
grow “Souls of Our Feet” inside their bodies and
minds. Keeping the show in active repertory was made
possible by a touring grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
The result this is an even tighter and more nuanced version of the homage to tap history
that the company has presented in Austin over the past two years. Tapestry reaches
broadly across the wide spectrum of American tap and combined with high quality
dancing takes “Souls” to a new level as a highly entertaining history lesson. “Souls” is
not only a great show; it also performs an important function in sharing and celebrating
timeless dance history.

Aug. 31, Sept. 1 shows and Sept. 2 Showcase
Adults $75; Senior/Youth $65
Check out the youth tap packages that include tickets to shows.

In 2010, we paid a special visit to Gabriola because
I wanted to share the art and excitement of the Festival with
my fellow residents. To put it mildly, we took the community by storm, a tap storm, not
the wind storms Islanders sometimes experience. More than 200 people were thoroughly
entertained. Even now, two years after that memorable evening, the message from the
community is loud and clear: “Please bring
another tap concert here!” Our artist can
also hardly wait to return to this idyllic Gulf
Island and its unique, highly supportive
community. Get your tickets early, the last
performance quickly sold out! Featured
artists: Dianne Walker, Jessie Sawyers, Terry
Brock, Mattie Shields, Travis Knights, Danny
Nielsen, and more!

Tix: Adult $23
Senior (65+) Youth (8+) $20
Purchase online: www.vantapdance.com, or at Artworks,
Gabriola Island. Phoenix Auditorium, The Haven, 240 Davis Road

TAP SHOWCASE: NOON HOUR SERIES
- FREE PERFORMANCES Thursday, August 30 & Friday, August 31
12 noon, CBC Outdoor Stage - 700 Hamilton Street, Vancouver
We have created an opportunity to share all
the glory that our City’s tap community has to
offer in free public presentations by a stellar
roster of tap artists. Spread the word and drop
by to feast on lunch-time samplings of the full
menu of stylistic choices the Festival offers. These
noon hour concerts will serve up a taste and
preview appetizer of the irresistible talent that is
Dance Works, Taiwan
featured at our full-course three-day Festival.
On August 31, the Vancouver International Tap Festival and the Telus TaiwanFest are
celebrating tap dance. Vancouver Tap Dance and Dance Works, Taiwan present at the CBC
noon show August 31, and then they both head over to the TaiwanFest at the Vancouver
Art Gallery with a performance at 2:00 and 2:30. TELUS TaiwanFest, the largest
Mandarin/English speaking festival in Canada, explores the lifestyles of the newcomers
via music, dance, crafts and sports .

SOULS OF OUR FEET
Friday, Aug 31, 8pm
Norman Rothstein
Theatre
- 950 West 41st Avenue
Tix: Adults $37
Senior (65+);
Youth (18yrs) $32
Purchase online:
www.vantapdance.com

A CHRONOLOGICAL LIFE STORY
of a FEW TAP DANCERS
and WOMEN IN TAP
Saturday, Sept. 1, 8 pm
Norman Rothstein Theatre
Tix: Adults $34 Senior; (65+)/Youth (18yrs) $30,
Purchase online: www.vantapdance.com
At the 2011 festival, three of Canada’s talented and toprated tap artists: Matthew Shields, Danny Nielsen and
Travis Knights planted a promising artistic seed - a show
which blossoms from an artistic cumulative impetus and
effort into a full-blown, outrageous tap show embedded
in the life of a tap dancer.
Following is another unique performance that the
Festival is proudly presenting. We recall Terry Brock’s
famous shout-out at one a Gregory Hines performance:”
“Where’s the Women?” The answer is right here in
Vancouver. This special performance features women who
have so enriched and impacted tap dance with their
legendary leadership and artistic talents: Dianne Walker,
Acia Gray, Chloe Arnold, Jessie Sawyers, VTDS Faculty
and Vancouver Tap Ensemble, and MORE!

HOT FEET FESTIVAL SHOWCASE
Sunday, September 2, 8 pm
Dance Centre - Faris Theatre
We really missed the showcase event last year, so we are bringing it back better than
ever because so many people love to see the our tap community perform. This is your
chance as a dancer to share with one of the most supportive audiences you will find
anywhere, including many who genuinely look forward to experiencing your most
recent, or favorite piece. And, you will present in the intimate black box theatre at the
Dance Centre.
Tix: $20.00
www.vantapdance.com

